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Abstract
The su!x tree is a fundamental data structure in the area of string algorithms and it has been
used in many applications including data compression. In this paper we propose a data structure
called the truncated su$x tree, which is a truncated version of the su!x tree. We also present
two linear-time construction algorithms for truncated su!x trees and two algorithms that delete
su!xes from truncated su!x trees.
The truncated su!x tree is particularly a useful data structure for LZ77 that compresses using
a sliding window of a 7xed size. Our algorithms lead to two implementations of LZ77 that
maintain sliding windows by truncated su!x trees. We also present a technique of 7nding the
longest match in a sliding window, which is a crucial step in LZ77.
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1. Introduction
The su!x tree [15] is a compacted trie that represents all su!xes of a given string.
It was designed as a space-e!cient alternative to Weiner’s position tree [23]. The
su!x tree is a fundamental data structure in the area of string algorithms, and it has
been used in many applications such as text processing, data compression, computer
vision, and computational molecular biology [1,4,8]. The su!x tree can be constructed
in linear time for constant-size alphabets [15,22,7] and integer alphabets [5].
Data compression is an important application of su!x trees. Particularly, in sub-
stitutional methods such as original Ziv–Lempel schemes [25,26] and their variants
[2,16,20,24] that build a dictionary of commonly occurring patterns and encode these
patterns by their indices in the dictionary, the dominating part of computation is string
matching. Hence the su!x tree, which is constructed in linear time and supports
rapid pattern matching, is an appropriate data structure for implementing Ziv–Lempel
schemes [6,9–12,17,19,21]. (Note that the application of su!x trees is not restricted to
substitutional methods [3,13,14,18].)
However, the implementation of Ziv–Lempel schemes (especially LZ77 that main-
tains a sliding window of a 7xed size and 7nds the longest match in a sliding window)
using su!x trees is not straightforward because the window is of 7nite size. Rodeh
et al. [17] showed that it is possible to implement LZ77 [25] in linear time by main-
taining two or three su!x trees. Fiala and Greene [6] modi7ed McCreight’s su!x tree
construction algorithm [15] and used it in implementing LZ77. Jiang [11] gave a mod-
i7cation similar to Fiala and Greene’s. Later, Larsson [12] pointed out that Fiala and
Greene’s algorithm can control the left end of a sliding window but not the right end,
and he showed that Ukkonen’s su!x tree construction algorithm [22] can be extended
to obtain a correct sliding window algorithm for LZ77.
In this paper, we propose a data structure called the truncated su$x tree (TST),
which is a truncated version of the su!x tree. While the su!x tree maintains all
substrings of a given string, the truncated su!x tree stores the substrings of length
at most k, where k is a constant. Hence, the truncated su!x tree needs less space
than the su!x tree. We present two linear-time construction algorithms for truncated
su!x trees, which are based on McCreight’s [15] and Ukkonen’s algorithms [22], and
two algorithms that delete substrings from truncated su!x trees to maintain sliding
windows, which are based on Fiala and Greene’s [6] and Larsson’s algorithms [12].
The truncated su!x tree is particularly a useful data structure for LZ77. We present
two implementations of LZ77 by using truncated su!x trees. The 7rst implementation
is a modi7cation of McCreight’s and Fiala and Greene’s algorithms for LZ77. We can
control the right end of a sliding window in this implementation by using a truncated
su!x tree, that is, we solve the problem of Fiala and Greene’s algorithm [6] pointed
out by Larsson [12]. The second implementation is a modi7cation of Ukkonen’s and
Larsson’s algorithms for LZ77. In this implementation we present a new technique of
7nding the longest match in a sliding window immediately from a truncated su!x tree,
and thus it is simpler than Larsson’s.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de7nes the truncated su!x tree and
explains its properties. The construction algorithms and deletion algorithms of truncated
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su!x trees are described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, we show how
LZ77 is implemented using truncated su!x trees and present experimental results. We
conclude in Section 6.
2. Truncated sux trees
Let A be a string of length n over a 7xed alphabet . For simplicity of algorithms,
we assume that the last character of A is a special character # =∈ . The ith character of
string A is denoted by ai, the pre7x of A of length i by Ai and the su!x of A starting
at position i by sufi, where 16i6n. The length of string 	 is denoted by |	|. Given
two strings 	 and 
 such that 	 is a pre7x of 
, 
 − 	 denotes the string obtained
by deleting 	 from 
. For a positive integer k, we de7ne a k-factor as a substring of
A of length k or a su!x of A whose length is less than k. We denote the k-factor
starting at position i by k-faci, 16i6n. That is, k-faci is the substring of A of length
k starting at position i if i6n− k, and it is sufi otherwise.
The k-truncated su$x tree (k-TST for short) of a string A, denoted by k-TST (A),
is a path-compressed trie that represents every k-factor of string A. Formally, k-TST (A)
is a rooted tree that satis7es the following conditions:
(1) Each edge of k-TST (A) is labeled with a nonempty substring of A.
(2) Each internal node v of k-TST (A), except possibly the root, has at least two chil-
dren, and the labels of edges from v to its children begin with distinct characters.
(3) For each node v, let L(v) denote the string obtained by concatenating labels on
the path from the root to v. For each leaf w, there is at least one k-faci such
that L(w)= k-faci. (Each leaf w has a factor counter that maintains the number
of k-factors that are equal to L(w).) For every k-faci, there is exactly one leaf w
such that L(w)= k-faci.
Note that a leaf of k-TST (A) may represent more than one k-factor. In this case, a
leaf w maintains the largest index i such that L(w)= k-faci. Therefore, the number of
leaves is at most n and the total number of nodes is less than 2n. In order to ensure
that each node v takes O(1) storage space, the label of the edge between v and its
parent, denoted by label(v), is represented by its starting and ending positions in string
A and it is stored in v.
Example 1. The su!x tree and the 3-TST of string abaabaa# are shown in Fig. 1.
A leaf number is the index i of sufi in Fig. 1(a) and the index i of 3-faci in
Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(b), the number in parentheses for a leaf is its factor counter (omitted
if it is 1).
3. Construction of truncated sux trees
We present two k-TST construction algorithms. One is similar to McCreight’s algo-
rithm [15] and the other to Ukkonen’s algorithm [22]. We call the former algorithm
M and the latter U .
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Fig. 1. (a) su!x tree, (b) 3-TST of abaabaa#.
As in the su!x tree, each internal node v of a k-TST stores a su!x link of v,
denoted by SL(v). SL(v) points to the internal node u such that L(v)= cL(u), where c
is the 7rst character of L(v). For a leaf w, SL(w) is not de7ned. In Fig. 1, su!x links
are represented by dotted arrows. Consider a substring 	 of A. We de7ne the location
(denoted by loc(	)) of 	 in k-TST (A) to be (v; j) such that L(v) is the shortest string
that contains 	 as a pre7x and j= |L(v)− 	|. If j=0 (i.e., L(v)= 	), then v is called
the locus of 	 [15]. For example, in Fig. 1(b) loc(ab) is (v; 1) and the locus of string
aba is v.
3.1. Algorithm M
We de7ne k-headi as the longest pre7x of k-faci which is also a pre7x of k-facj for
some j¡i. The locus of k-headi must exist in k-TST (A) by its de7nition. We de7ne
k-taili as k-faci − k-headi. Note that k-headi and k-taili are similar to headi and taili
of McCreight’s algorithm, respectively.
Lemma 1 (McCreight [15]). If k-headi−1 = c for some character c and some (pos-
sibly empty) string , then  is a pre8x of k-headi.
Given a string A, our algorithm consists of n steps. Initially (step zero), there is
only the root node. At the beginning of step i, every k-factor k-facj for j¡i is in the
tree and the algorithm inserts k-faci at step i. We denote by k-TST
M
i (A) the tree at the
end of step i. In step i, given the locus v of k-headi−1, the algorithm M inserts k-faci
to k-TSTMi−1(A) to produce k-TST
M
i (A) and returns the locus of k-headi in k-TST
M
i (A).
In step i, the details of the algorithm are as follows:
Let k-headi−1 be c	
, where three strings c, 	, 
 satisfy the following properties:
(1) c is the 7rst character of k-headi−1, which is empty only if k-headi−1 is empty.
(2) If v or parent(v) is the root, 	 is empty. Otherwise c	=L(parent(v)).
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Fig. 2. Example of algorithm M for abbaabbaba#.
Then Lemma 1 guarantees that k-headi can be represented as 	
 for some (possibly
empty) string  . Step i consists of three stages.
Stage A: Find the locus x of 	.
If 	 is empty, x is the root. Otherwise we can 7nd the locus x of 	 by following
the su!x link of parent(v). SL(parent(v)) always exists in k-TSTMi−1(A) [15].
Stage B: Rescan 
 to 7nd the location of 	
.
This stage has been called “rescanning” because 
 was already scanned in previous
steps [15]. By Lemma 1, loc(	
) exists in k-TSTMi−1(A). Algorithm M traverses down
from x by following 
 to 7nd the location of 	
. If v is neither a leaf nor the root,
the locus y of 	
 is created (if it did not exist) and SL(v) is set to y.
Stage C: Scan  to 7nd k-headi.
This stage has been called “scanning” because  is scanned for the 7rst time [15].
Because k-headi = 	
 , we can start the search from loc(	
). The search is guided by
the characters of k-faci − 	
 (of which  is a pre7x) which are scanned one by one
from left-to-right until a mismatch occurs or a leaf is reached.
Example 2. We show intermediate trees of algorithm M for 3-TST of abbaabbaba#
in Fig. 2. In each step i, the black node is the locus of 3-headi.
In k-TST , the locus of k-headi may be a leaf, (i.e., k-headi = k-faci), which occurs
when k-faci = k-facj for some j¡i, as we can see in steps 5 and 6 of Example 2. In
the su!x tree, however, headi cannot be equal to sufi because the last character of sufi
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Fig. 3. (a) v is an internal node, (b) v is a leaf.
is unique. So the locus of headi is always an internal node in McCreight’s algorithm.
In k-TST , we need to deal with the case that the locus v of k-headi−1 is a leaf. (If v
is an internal node, our algorithm operates the same as McCreight’s algorithm.) The
diPerences between our algorithm and McCreight’s algorithm are as follows.
• After rescanning in stage B, McCreight’s algorithm always creates the locus of 	

(if it did not exist) but our algorithm may not. Let us explain the reason for that. If
v is an internal node, v must have at least two children. Let aj be the 7rst character
of k-taili−1 (i.e., j= i+ |	
|). Then an edge of v that begins with a character b = aj
exists. See Fig. 3. That is, string c	
b occurs in string A, and so does string 	
b.
Because 	
aj is a pre7x of k-faci and 	
b occurs in string A, the locus of 	
 must
be created (if it did not exist) in stage B. But if v is a leaf, we do not know if
string 	
ah such that ah = aj and h¡j exists until we scan the next character aj.
Therefore we cannot create the locus of 	
 in stage B (even if it has to be created).
Only after we scan a character aj in stage C, we can know in k-TSTMi−1(A) whether
string 	
ah such that ah = aj and h¡j exists. If it exists and the locus of 	
 does
not exist, we create the locus of 	
. In Example 2, when inserting 3-factor bab in
step 7, the locus of ba is created when aj (= b) is scanned. On the other hand,
when inserting 3-factor bba in step 6, the locus of bb is not created when aj (= a)
is scanned.
• Scanning in stage C always encounters a mismatch in McCreight’s algorithm due to
the special character #, but scanning may reach a leaf in our algorithm. If scanning
reaches a leaf in step i, we increase the factor counter of the leaf by one and update
its k-factor index to i (steps 5 and 6 of Example 2).
Each step of algorithm M takes amortized O(1) time. Each step takes constant time
except for rescanning and scanning. We can apply the same amortized analysis as in
[15] to prove that rescanning and scanning take O(1) time in each step.
3.2. Algorithm U
In this section we describe another construction algorithm U . Algorithm U also
consists of n steps. Initially (step zero), there is only the root node. We denote by
k-TSTUi (A) the tree at the end of step i, which is a k-truncated su!x tree of string Ai.
At step i, algorithm U adds ai to k-TSTUi−1(A) and thus it needs to change 	 to 	ai
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for all su!xes 	 of Ai−1 whose length is less than k. For each 	ai, exactly one of the
following holds:
(1) 	 occurs at only one position in Ai−1. This implies that L(w)= 	 for some leaf
w of k-TSTUi−1(A). In order to add 	ai, we need only update label(w).
(2) 	 occurs at more than one position in Ai−1, but 	ai does not occur in Ai−1. This
implies that a new leaf must be created for 	ai and possibly an internal node has
to be created as well, to serve as the parent of that leaf.
(3) 	ai occurs already in Ai−1 and therefore it is already present in k-TSTUi−1(A).
For case 1, all work can be avoided if we represent the ending position of label(w)
implicitly for all leaves w. (A diPerence from Ukkonen’s is that |label(w)| is at most
k.) Therefore, we need to do work only for su!xes of case 2. If case 1 holds for
	1ai, case 2 for 	2ai, and case 3 for 	3ai, then 	1 is longer than 	2, which in turn is
longer than 	3. Thus in step i, the algorithm processes from longest su!x of case 2
to shortest, and it ends when a su!x of case 3 is met.
At the beginning of step i, the k-active point (denoted by k-acti) is de7ned as
loc(	), where 	 is the longest su!x of Ai−1 such that |	|¡k and 	 occurs at some
other position in Ai−1, that is, 	 is the longest string for which case 2 or 3 holds.
In step i, the k-endpoint (denoted by k-endi) is de7ned as loc(
), where 
 is the
longest su!x of Ai−1 such that |
|¡k and 
ai occurs at some other position in Ai−1,
that is, 
 is the longest string for which case 3 holds. Note that k-active points and
k-endpoints are analogous to active points and endpoints, respectively, of Ukkonen’s
algorithm except for restrictions on lengths.
Given k-acti, algorithm U does the following in step i:
(a) Starting at k-acti, it 7nds all su!xes of case 2 by following su!x links and pos-
sibly some downward edges, and it makes necessary modi7cations (i.e., creating
leaves and their parents, and setting su!x links).
(b) When it reaches k-endi, it 7nds and returns k-acti+1.
Example 3. We show intermediate trees of algorithm U for 3-TST of abbaabbaba# in
Fig. 4. In each step i, the white arrow is 3-endi and the black arrow is 3-acti+1.
The main diPerence between Ukkonen’s algorithm and algorithm U is in stage (b).
Stage (a) is the same as that of Ukkonen’s. In Ukkonen’s algorithm the active point
of the next step is always one character below the endpoint of the current step (as in
steps 6, 9 and 10 of Example 3), and therefore 7nding the active point is easy. In
truncated su!x trees, 7nding k-acti+1 is slightly more complicated and it can be done
as follows. The general case is when ai occurs in Ai−1 (otherwise, k-acti+1 is the root).
Let loc(c	) be k-endi, where c is a single character. Then, by its de7nition, k-acti+1
is loc(c	ai) if |c	ai|¡k, and loc(	ai) if |c	ai|= k. We can 7nd loc(	ai) by following
a su!x link and possibly some downward edges from k-endi. And if |c	ai|= k, we
update the information of the locus v of c	ai (which is a leaf) as follows: increase
the factor counter of v by one and update its k-factor index to i − k + 1. In Example
3, steps 7 and 8 are the case that the length of c	ai (abb and bba, respectively) is
k (= 3).
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Fig. 4. Example of algorithm U for abbaabbaba#.
We can show that algorithm U takes O(n) time as in [22,8]. In each step, the time
requirement which is not constant can be divided into two components. One consists
of the time for traversing downward edges, which is similar to rescanning of algorithm
M and it takes O(n) in total. The other consists of the time for traversing su!x links
and creating the new nodes, which is proportional to the number of the su!x links
traversed. It is at most |	i| − |	i+1| plus some constant in step i, where 	i is the
string such that loc(	i) is k-acti (including the extra work in 7nding k-acti+1). Since∑n
i=1 (|	i| − |	i+1|)= 0, the time complexity of the second component is O(n).
4. Deletion algorithms
In some applications such as data compression, we need to delete k-factors from
truncated su!x trees. Let s be the index of the 7rst character of A, which may not
be 1 if some pre7x of the given string is already deleted. Then the deletion operation
is de7ned as deleting k-facs from the truncated su!x tree or intermediate trees (i.e.,
k-TSTM (A) or k-TSTU (A)) for A. Note that the deletion operation does not mean
deleting an arbitrary k-factor.
We present two k-TST deletion algorithms. Because the intermediate trees con-
structed by two construction algorithms are diPerent from each other, so are the cor-
responding deletion algorithms. The deletion algorithms corresponding to algorithm M
and algorithm U are called algorithm F and algorithm L, respectively.
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4.1. Algorithm F
We need not only delete k-facs but also maintain the information of data structures
correctly. We assume that k-fact is the k-factor that was inserted lastly into k-TST
M (A)
by algorithm M before the deletion operation. The data structures used by algorithm M
are an intermediate tree k-TSTMt (A) and the locus of k-headt . When k-facs is deleted,
the information that may become invalid are k-headt and edge labels of the tree. We
7rst explain the process of deleting k-facs and modifying the locus of k-headt correctly.
Let x be the leaf such that L(x)= k-facs, and let p be the parent of x.
(1) If the k-factor index of x is not s (which means that s was already replaced by
some j such that k-facj = k-facs and j¿s by algorithm M), decrease the factor
counter of x by one in order to delete k-facs. In case that the locus of k-headt is
x and the new value of the factor counter of x is 1 (which means that no k-facj
is L(x) for s¡j¡t), we need the following modi7cation. By de7nition of k-head,
k-headt is not L(x) any more, but L(p). Therefore, change the locus of k-headt
to p. See Fig. 5(a).
(2) If the k-factor index of x is s (which means that k-sufs is the only k-factor such
that L(x)= k-facs), delete x. If p has only one remaining child after deleting x,
delete p as well. In case that the locus of k-headt is p when p is deleted, k-headt
is not L(p) any more, but L(u) by de7nition of k-head, where u is the parent of
p. Therefore, change the locus of k-headt to u. See Fig. 5(b).
Example 4. We show intermediate trees after inserting and deleting several 3-factors
in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) is the intermediate tree after inserting from 3-fac1 to 3-fac6 of
abbaabbaba# by algorithm M . The other trees are intermediate trees after speci7ed
operations. Notice the changes of factor counters and loci of 3-head. Fig. 6(b) and (c)
are examples of case (1), and (e) and (f) are examples of case (2).
We have deleted k-facs from the tree and modi7ed the locus of k-headt , but edge
labels may be out of date. For some ancestor v of deleted node x, the starting position
of label(v) may be s, in which case label(v) should be updated because as was deleted.
To update edge labels correctly in linear time, we adopt the percolated update of Fiala
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Fig. 6. Example of algorithm F for abbaabbaba#: (a) step 6, (b) delete 3-fac1, (c) delete 3-fac2, (d) insert
3-fac7, (e) delete 3-fac3, (f) delete 3-fac4.
and Greene [6]. The main idea of percolated updates is that an update of label(v) is
propagated to the ancestors of v whenever the number of the updates of label(v) is
even. For this, each internal node has a credit counter that is initially zero. When a
leaf is added, it issues one credit to its parent. If a node receives a credit when the
counter is zero, it sets the counter to one. When a node with its counter set to one
receives a credit, it sets the counter to zero and issues one credit to its parent. When
the node with one credit is deleted, one credit is issued to its parent. Whenever each
node v receives a credit, the edge labels between v and parent(v) is updated. It is
proved in [6,12] that the above scheme guarantees valid edge labels in overall linear
time.
In order to 7nd the locus of k-facs in constant time, we maintain a pointer to the
locus of k-facs. Before deleting the locus of k-facs in the deletion operation, we 7nd
the locus of k-facs+1 by traversing the su!x link of the locus of k-facs and some
downward edges. This process is similar to rescanning of algorithm M , and thus it
takes O(n) time in total.
Consider the time complexity of algorithm F . The process of deleting k-facs and
modifying the locus of k-headt requires constant time. And updating edge labels cor-
rectly and 7nding the locus of k-facs+1 require amortized O(1) time. Therefore, each
deletion operation of algorithm F takes amortized O(1) time.
4.2. Algorithm L
In algorithm L, we also need to delete the k-factor k-facs and maintain the infor-
mation of data structures correctly. The information of data structures to be taken into
account are the k-active point and edge labels of the tree. We assume that at is the
character that was inserted lastly into k-TSTU (A) by algorithm U before the deletion
operation. Note that what we need is the k-active point for insertion of at+1 (not at).
We explain the process of deleting k-facs and maintaining the valid k-active point. Let
x be the leaf such that L(x)= k-facs, and let p be the parent of x.
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Fig. 7. Maintenance of a valid k-active point.
(1) If the k-factor index of x is not s, decrease the factor counter of x by one to
delete k-facs.
(2) If the k-factor index of x is s and the k-active point points to the edge between
p and x, we need to modify the information of x as follows. See Fig. 7(a). Let
(x; j) be the k-active point and l be the length of label(x) before deletion of
k-facs. Since (x; j) is the k-active point, there is a k-factor of At (say, c	 for a
character c and a string 	) represented by this k-active point. Deleting x in this
case will mean that the k-factor c	 is also deleted. Therefore, we do not delete x
but modify it so that the length of label(x) is l − j and the k-factor index of x
is t − (|L(p)|+ l− j) + 1.
The deletion of k-facs means that string c	 occurs only once in as+1 : : : at as its
su!x because c (i.e., as) is deleted. But string 	 still occurs at more than one
positions. Therefore we also modify the k-active point so as to point to 	 by
following SL(p) and some downward edges.
(3) Otherwise, delete x. If p has only one remaining child y after deleting x, delete
p as well. In case that the k-active point points to the edge between p and its
parent when p is deleted (let (p; j) be the k-active point and l be the length of
label(y) before deletion of p and x as in Fig. 7(b)), change the k-active point
to (y; j + l) because p does not exist any more.
To maintain correct edge labels, the percolated update is adopted as in algorithm F .
Example 5. We show intermediate trees after inserting and deleting several 3-factors in
Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) is the intermediate tree after inserting from a1 to a7 of A=abbaabbaba#
by algorithm U . The other trees are intermediate trees after speci7ed operations. Notice
the change of 3-active point. Fig. 8(b) is an example of case (1), (c) is an example
of case (2), and (e) is an example of case (3).
Consider the time complexity of algorithm L. The above process requires constant time
except for the process of modifying k-active point of case (2), in which several edges
may be traversed. But the time for this process can be included in the 7rst component
of time requirement of algorithm U . Percolated updates require amortized O(1) time.
Also we can 7nd the locus of k-facs+1 in amortized O(1) time as in algorithm F.
Therefore, each deletion operation of algorithm L takes amortized O(1) time.
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Fig. 8. Example of algorithm L for abbaabbaba#: (a) step 7, (b) delete 3-fac1, (c) delete 3-fac2, (d) insert
a8; a9; a10, (e) delete 3-fac3.
5. Data compression
The truncated su!x trees can be used in data compression, particularly in Ziv-Lempel
coding [25,26]. We apply truncated su!x trees to LZ77 that maintains a sliding window
of a 7xed size N .
In a sliding window, the 7rst N − F characters have already been encoded and
the last F characters are a lookahead buPer. Let s and e be the positions of the 7rst
characters in a window and a buPer, respectively. To encode a lookahead buPer, the
LZ77 encoder 7rst 7nds the longest match 	, which is the longest string starting at
position e that also occurs in some other position j (s6j¡e). Generally the length of
the longest match is limited to F − 1. Then LZ77 encodes 	a into a codeword, where
a is the 7rst character following 	. Next, the LZ77 encoder shifts the sliding window
by |	a| to make a next codeword. The LZ77 encoder repeats the above process until
the last character is encoded.
A data structure supporting rapid string matching is required in LZ77, and the
k-truncated su!x tree is an appropriate data structure to implement LZ77. Given a
k-truncated su!x tree of the 7rst N − F characters, where k =F − 1, we can 7nd
the longest match by traversing the tree from the root [12]. Then we make the
k-truncated su!x tree of a shifted sliding window by a construction algorithm and
the corresponding deletion algorithm.
However, we can get the longest match as a by-product of construction algorithms
without traversing the tree additionally. In case that a k-truncated su!x tree is main-
tained by algorithms M and F , k-heade is the longest match by its de7nition. Thus
the longest match is found when k-face is inserted.
When a k-truncated su!x tree is maintained by algorithms U and L, we can 7nd
the longest match as follows. Let pi be the starting position of string 	i such that
loc(	i) is the k-endpoint in step i, i.e., 	iai is the longest su!x of Ai such that |	i|¡k
and 	iai occurs at some other position in Ai. Then pj6pi for all i and j such that
j¡i by de7nition of k-endpoints. Therefore, there is an index i (e6i6n) such that
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Fig. 9. The longest match in algorithm U .
Table 1
The maximum number of nodes in trees. File A is a bitmap 7le containing many white spaces, whose size
is 728 kbytes. File B is a bitmap 7le containing various colors, whose size is 444 kbytes. File C is a log
7le of Windows 2000 whose size is 460 kbytes. File D is a binary 7le of a linux system whose size is
448 kbytes. File E is a manual page of a linux system whose size is 404 kbytes. In the experiments, the
length N − F of a reference string is 64 kbytes
File A File B File C File D File E
32 12713 95541 46130 90003 99088
64 31429 100592 67447 90255 101682
Truncated 128 58562 103631 90174 90924 103816
su!x k =256 88825 106560 107073 92004 104762
tree 512 126100 116284 108903 93122 105052
1024 130763 124577 110542 93819 105052
Su!x tree 131073 129615 113915 94199 105052
pi−16e¡pi. See Fig. 9. Then string ae : : : ai−1 is a match because it is a substring
of api−1 : : : ai−1 which occurs at more than one positions in Ai−1. But ae : : : ai cannot
be a match because the longest su!x of Ai which occurs at some other position in Ai
is api : : : ai, which is a proper su!x of ae : : : ai. Therefore the longest match that starts
at position e is ae : : : ai−1. (If i= e, then character ai occurs for the 7rst time in the
current window and the longest match is the empty string.) To 7nd the longest match,
therefore, we need only check whether e¡pi after inserting ai in step i. Since starting
position pi increases one by one whenever algorithms U and L follow su!x links, pi
can be maintained easily.
We have performed experiments on various 7les. Compared with su!x trees, the
merit of truncated su!x trees is to use less space (and slightly less time). The com-
pression ratio of LZ77 using truncated su!x trees is the same as that using su!x
trees. Hence, we implemented LZ77 using su!x trees and truncated su!x trees and
compared the space used. To compare the space, we measured the maximum number
of nodes in trees during compression (Table 1). Provided that the length N − F of a
reference string is 64kbytes and the length F of a lookahead buPer is 257, the ratio of
saved space is 0.3–17.7% and 32% in case of File A, which is a bitmap 7le containing
many white spaces. When F is 129, the ratio of saved space is 1.2–20% and 55% in
case of File A.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new data structure called the truncated su!x tree,
which is a truncated version of the su!x tree. Since the k-truncated su!x tree stores
substrings of length at most k, it needs less space than the su!x tree. We also presented
its construction algorithms and corresponding deletion algorithms.
The truncated su!x tree is suitable when there is a restriction on the length of
strings as in a sliding window. We showed how the truncated su!x trees can be
used to implement LZ77 that compresses using a sliding window. We also presented
a technique of 7nding the longest match in a k-truncated su!x tree.
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